BlueLoop is your personal electronic
health tool for managing diabetes.
It enables coordination among the
entire caregiver team…from
parents and schools, to doctors
and other healthcare providers.

How do you
“Stay in the Loop”?

I find it very easy to
use and I can monitor
my students’ blood
sugars and inhaler use,
even when I’m away
from the building.

The most comprehensive
Diabetes communication
tool that keeps ALL
caregivers in the loop, logs
blood sugars, and lets kids
be kids!!
“The solution I created for my
family can work for yours!”

– Regina G.
Robyn W.
SARAH
HENRY
Diagnosed
Jan 2003

BlueLoop gives us
peace of mind! It
has raised his level of
care and increased
his flexibility at school.
– Lisa H.

PAM
HENRY
Mom and
Founder

www.MyCareConnect.com
(302) 4OurKids (302) 468-7543

John and I thank our foundation
supporters — families, schools
clinics and corporate sponsors.
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Created by a Mom
for Her Daughter
I created MyCareConnect in 2004 after
my 6 year old daughter, Sarah, was
diagnosed with T1 diabetes. Our goal

What we solve:
Type 1 Diabetes requires more than just logging data. The challenge is having a
collaborative communication system that shares information among ALL caregivers,
especially school personnel, clinics and families.

How we solve it:
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Document storage: Care plans, immunization records
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The MyCareConnect Foundation to

Documentation of medications and dosages
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support BlueLoop, and to educate and

HIPAA and FERPA compliant
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Increased class time for students
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Monitor students across multiple campuses
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was to provide her with as much freedom
as possible while still knowing, real-time,
how she was doing while at school.
With BlueLoop, when she got home
from school, we didn’t greet her with
“How were your numbers today?” After
all, being a kid comes first; diabetes is

No more phone tag or lost notes

second.
We know the heavy burden T1D places
on kids, families and schools. We created

empower all caregivers.
To learn more about our Foundation,
please go to mycareconnect.org, or call
John or me. We’re always here for you!

Scheduled text message reminders

Clinics
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There are few resources that make it into the hands of low-income families,
especially resources that address the critical need for care coordination right
after diagnosis. Please visit our Foundation at www.mycareconnect.org
We are a
and see how we are changing lives!
If you need help with your child's diabetes management, or know
someone who does, please contact us anytime at (302) 468-7543 or
pam.henry@mycareconnect.com. We're always here for you!
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